Scholarship Information

If you are a returning student who HAS RECEIVED scholarship monies from the School of Music, or HOPE to receive scholarship monies form the School of Music, it is important that you read the notice below. In essence, it basically states: in order to be ELIGIBLE for a 2021-2022 School of Music Scholarship, you must complete a WSU General Scholarship Application by MARCH 15, 2021. AGAIN: If you received any sort of named scholarship, any funding of sorts that came from the School of Music, or...hope to get future funds from the School of Music, than you MUST fill out a WSU GENERAL SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION!

No form by the deadline means you will out of the system, thus, having ZERO chance to get any sort of scholarship/money for the immediate future.

NOTE: Any/All scholarships questions are to be handled by emailing cas.scholarships@wsu.edu (and NOT your studio professor, or major’s advisor!!!! The cas.scholarships@wsu.edu office handles things FIRST, and will notify your professors/advisors in turn. Please respect the system!)

WSU Scholarship Information (FOR CURRENT AND FUTURE WSU MUSIC STUDENTS)

For unit/program/college scholarship consideration, students must:

• Officially declare an intent to pursue a Music major/minor OR be admitted to a Music major/minor and it must be reflected in MyWSU (without officially declaring or being admitted to the Music program in MyWSU, students will not be pulled into our college’s review portal either) by March 15

• Complete their WSU General Scholarship Application by March 15

• Complete their WSU admissions application by March 15 (incoming new or transfers)

• Complete their FAFSA/WAFSA (for consideration of all need-based scholarships) by March 15

Please send students here to start:
– CAS Scholarship Website: https://cas.wsu.edu/scholarships/

Please ask students to confirm their eligibility before applying:
– Undergraduate Eligibility: https://cas.wsu.edu/scholarship-eligibility/
– Graduate Eligibility: https://cas.wsu.edu/eligibility-graduate-students/

Contact the CAS scholarship coordinator at cas.scholarships@wsu.edu with any questions or concerns from a WSU email address. We cannot respond to a student’s non-WSU email.